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Covers & Postal History
Canada Regular Issues (19th Century)

1701  **#2 1851 6d slate violet Consort on laid paper,** a selected single with deep luxuriant colour and four large to huge margins including a portion of the next stamp at bottom, tied by target cancel to fresh cover from Parkman correspondence paying the 6d U.S. letter rate from Montreal, L.C. DEC.19.1853 to Boston, Mass. cover refolded at top but still extremely fine and attractive. Ex-"Carrington" collection.

...........................................................................  **Unitrade $2,500**

1702  **#4 1858 #4 on Cover** a deep red 3d Beaver with bold manuscript cancel belonging but not tied to faulty, dirty cover from Cooksville APR.17.1858 with nice Erin double broken circle receiver on back.

....................................................................................  **Est. $75**

x Detail Lot 1703

1703  **#4vii 1856 3d deep red Beaver with Major Re-Entry** on Cover. Stamp has four margins, with very clear pos. 47 re-entry and is tied to lovely mourning cover sent Québec DEC.27.1856 to Montreal same day arrival on back. Light stain on front caused by wax seal on back, else very fine and scarce. Accompanied by 1984 Greene Foundation certificate on which it is written in pencil that this was lot 587 in Maresch sale 168/69 which then sold for $1,600 plus 15%. Ex Cantor.

.....................................................................................  **Unitrade $1,800**

1704  **#15 1866 5c Beaver pair to California,** from Brantford AUG.15.1866, small tear on reverse and minor toning around stamps. Fine and scarce rate. ex. Cantor.

..........................................................................................................................  **Est $750**

1705  **#15, 17 1860 5c Beaver on 5c Nesbitt envelope,** both cancelled with manuscript X from Blair, U.C. JUL.12.1860, with Preston and G.W.R. East transits, flap reinforced, small edge tear and light aging. Fine. A rare use of a Nesbitt to pre-pay rate to U.S.A.

..........................................................................................................................  **Est $600**

1706  **#18 1862 12 1/2c deep green Queen Victoria on Mourning Cover.** A choice stamp, perforated 11.75 (not tied to, but belongs) franks a lovely mourning cover from Chateauguay Basin L.C. (JUL.31.1862) to Edinburgh, Scotland (AUG.14.1862 receiver). Also a Montreal transit on back and endorsed “Per Canadian Line”. Small tear on back and horizontal crease at top do not detract from this very fine cover. Accompanied by 2011 Greene Foundation certificate.

..........................................................................................................................  **Est. $350**

1707  **#36 1893 2c Queen cover with octagon “Not Called For Toronto” APR.22.1893 handstamp,** with Toronto Dead Letter cds cancels on reverse.

..........................................................................................................................  **Est $100**
Canada Regular Issues (20th Century)

- **1708**  #72, 82 1898 8c Leaf and Numeral Issues Single Use Registered Cover 8c Leaf mailed at Boisseyian, Manitoba MAR.10.1898 and the 8c Numeral mailed OCT.24.1898 at Vankleek Hill, Ontario. Both to William Rennie in Toronto. Part of back flap on 8c Leaf cover is missing.  
  Unitrade $100

- **1709**  #90viii 1903 2c carmine Edward imperforate horizontally at top on re-directed postcard to the U.K. with what appears to be the very rare lower half of a vertical pair, imperforate horizontally or, and perhaps more likely a dramatically miscut booklet pane. A fun curiosity for an Exhibit. Fine. CV is for a faulty pair.  
  Unitrade $3,000

- **1710**  1917 World War Prisoner of War Cards to Canada, two World War I P.O.W. cards to Toronto Thanking the John Garde Co. for the gifts of tobacco. Both have German censor handstamps and one has a London, U.K. machine cancel of JAN.2.1918. Both with minor creases otherwise very fine.  
  Unitrade $5,000

- **1711**  1918 World War I Internee Cover to Canada From J.F.E. Goad, Lieut. interned at Scheveningen. Addressed to C.P. in Montreal. Scarce.  
  Unitrade $100

- **1712**  #MR2 1918 2c deep carmine War Tax on Registered Cover block of four tied to cover by NOV.1918 Halifax cds and paying the 5c Registration plus 3c Postage rate to Chicago. Fine-very fine.  
  Unitrade $100

Canada Airmail

- **1713**  #CLP1 on SEP.10.1918 Cover to Toronto with manuscript “Via Aerial Mail” on front. Ottawa SEP.10.1918 machine cancel ties MR3 to cover. CLP1 on back tied to cover with a plain straight line machine cancel. Does not have any flight cachet handstamps. Probably not flown. Very fine.  
  Unitrade $2,250

Canada Postmarks

- **1714**  #CLP1 Aero Club of Canada AUG.27.1918 Flight Cover with CLP1 Has the usual green cachet on the front and the CLP1 on an all Chateau Laurier Advertising back. Cover has rough, faulty edges all around plus a severe vertical fold down the middle and through the stamp, which is faulty because of it. Cover addressed to and by the Pilot, as is the enclosed letter. Pilot Lt. Arthur M. Dunstan.  
  Unitrade $3,000

- **1715**  #CLP2 on SEP.10.1918 Cover to Toronto with manuscript “Via Aerial Mail” on front. Ottawa SEP.10.1918 machine cancel ties MR3 to cover. CLP2 on back tied to cover with a plain straight line machine cancel. Does not have any flight cachet handstamps. Probably not flown. Very fine.  
  Unitrade $2,000

- **1716**  Group of First Flight Covers, 1929 to 1937. With Carcross - Whitehorse, Toronto - Buffalo, Athabaska - Fort McMur-ray, Machin - Kenora and return, Hailibury - Mud Lake, Prince Albert - Norite Bay, The Pas - Sturgeon Landing and return. Mixed condition. Also CL9 Elliot Fairchild vignette block of 4 and a single (these MNH), CL40 Western Canada Airways Service vignette part sheet of 25 (NH) and CL41 Western Canada Airways Jubilee vignette part sheet of 25 (fresh and NH).  
  Unitrade $300

- **1717**  #CL42i 1927 25c Blue Yukon Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd. on Whitehorse Star Newspaper. Imperforate on three sides, and neatly tied to complete newspaper by a White Horse Yukon cds (APR.13.1928). Very fine.  
  Unitrade $160

Canada Postmarks

- **1718**  Specialized Collection of Ottawa Postmarks, in two binders, including one with ORB collection, mostly on a nice variety of stamps but also on piece and a few covers / cards. Accompanied by notes and literature on the subject. Other binder includes a wide variety of Ottawa postmarks from QV to modern, including handstamps, datestamps and machines on a few stamps and piece, but mostly on covers and cards, including Ottawa picture post cards. Also we noted some instructional and Sub post office cancels. Mostly very fine.  
  Est. $100

- **1719**  Advanced Specialized Collection of Québec RPO Cancellations, in thick 3 ring binder containing over 270 different postmarks (Q-4 to Q316) on 460 pages. A great variety of types, errors, hammers, train directions, train numbers, etc., all neatly annotated and with rarity factors. Majority are on stamp, with a few additional pieces and covers. A good proportion are Small Queen, and goes up to the 1960s, and we estimate approximately 5,500 stamps (at an average of 12 stamps per page). Quality of the stamps is mostly very fine and care has been taken to chose the best possible strikes to illustrate each type and variety. A very nice collection, ex. Hennock and Moulton.  
  Est. $1,000
1720  ● Large Collection / Accumulation of Slogan Cancels with over 20,500 covers (and a few cards) from all provinces, and about 75% sorted by alphabetical slogan name, some with Coutts numbers, all in 27 various sized boxes. This collection contains covers from the 1890s to modern, with the majority being from the 1940s to the 1980s, with many from the Admiral era as well. We note 2 boxes of black-out WWII machines, a box of flag cancels (1896 to 1917), an album with flag cancel covers mounted on pages, about 200 duplex cancel covers sorted by province and some non-slogan machine cancels. A great lot for the slogan, or machine cancel specialist. Most strikes are nice and clear.

.................................................................................................................Est. $1,000

1721  ● Collection / Accumulation of Slogan Cancels, 1890s to Modern on “two by four” cut pieces, with 19 3-ring binders containing approximately 9,500 pieces, all neatly sorted alphabetically on manilla pages, with additional mounted covers not counted. Also approximately 13,000 pieces in small boxes, with some sorted by alphabetical order of slogan name. We note better items such as Bickerdike flags on piece and on stamp (Small Queens and Jubilees) and International Machine slogans including smaller towns, a Victoria Exhibition Handstamp flag on a rejoined pair of 2c Numerals stamps (undated), plus many covers not counted. There is duplication due to the collector having studied the various daters and obliterator names, and most strikes are fully dated and quite clear.

.................................................................................................................Est. $350

1722  ● Specialized Canada Postmarks on Stamps with Registration, Special Delivery, MOON and MOTO, each being socked on the nose strikes, and fully dated on singles and multiples. Probably at least 300 stamps. Very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $100

1723  ● Québec Town Postmarks on Stamps in two red boxes, mostly in 102 cards but also in envelopes from QV to QEII. A wide variety of postmark types, and majority are socked on the nose strikes and fully dated. Probably at least 3,000 stamps in all and mostly very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $750

1724  ● Manitoba Town Postmarks on Stamps in a red box, mostly in 102 cards but also in envelopes from QV to QEII. Mostly cds but also some broken circles, and majority are socked on the nose strikes and fully dated. Probably at least 1,000 stamps in all and mostly very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $500

1725  ● Saskatchewan Town Postmarks on Stamps in a red box, mostly in 102 cards but also in envelopes from QV to QEII. A good variety of postmark types, and majority are socked on the nose strikes and fully dated. Probably at least 1,800 stamps in all and mostly very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $800

1726  ● Alberta, BC and NWT Town Postmarks on Stamps in a red box, mostly in 102 cards but also in envelopes from QV to QEII. A good variety of postmark types, and majority are socked on the nose strikes and fully dated. Probably at least 2,200 stamps in all and mostly very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $1,000

1727  ● Ontario Town Postmarks on Stamps in a red box, mostly in envelopes and glassines from QV to QEII. A good variety of postmark types, and majority are socked on the nose strikes and fully dated. Many, if not all have their county abbreviations pencilled on the backs of the stamps. Probably at least 2,000 stamps in all and mostly very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $750

1728  ● Maritimes Town Postmarks on Stamps in a red box, mostly in 102 cards but also in envelopes from QV to QEII. A good variety of postmark types, and majority are socked on the nose strikes and fully dated. Probably at least 1,000 stamps in all and mostly very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $400

1729  ● 1890s Squared Circle Cancels on 340+ Stamps include Small Queens, Jubilees, Leaves, Numerals and Map stamps. Many clear strikes. Nice selection of Alberta, B.C., Nova Scotia and Ontario towns.

.................................................................................................................Est $100

1730  ● Collection / Accumulation of 30 mm Steel Circular Daterstamps, 1970s to 1990s on approx. 8,500 covers from all over Canada. Most of these are from large company correspondences but many are also private letters. Mostly all separated by province with a wide variety of different towns and postmarks. A rare opportunity to acquire enough material to form a nice collection and study these. Estimated at less than 5 cents a cover. Mostly very fine.

.................................................................................................................Est. $350

1731  ● 1890s-1900s Squared Circle Collection on Postal Cards Collection of 56 different postal cards from 19 different towns, all with squared circle cancels. RF factors from 5-35. Better towns include Galt, Huntsville, Weston, Stouffville, Magog, Acton and Medicine Hat, Assa. There are 19 cards from Acton, but not all strikes are clear. Cards mostly fine or better but some with faults. Inspect.

.................................................................................................................Est $150

1732  ● Slogan Cancel lot 1910s and later 90+ covers in a cover album and some loose. Includes postcards to France, Belgium and Great Britain. Much from the Edward VII and George V era. A nice group.

.................................................................................................................Est $100

1733  ● 1890s to 1900s Squared Circle Collection 32 cards or covers. Note Halifax, Pictou, Lethbridge, Red Deer, Maple Creek, Assa., Victoria and Brandon. Includes cards with overseas destinations including Scotland, Belgium and Holland.

.................................................................................................................Est $100

British Columbia & Vancouver Island

1734  ● #11 1867 25c on 3d orange on 10c US Postal Stationery Wells Fargo Cover. Stamp is tied by clear blue 35 in grid. Also New York cds in red, oval Wells Fargo cds in blue and two-line handstamp in blue “Per Great Britain / and Ireland”. Light vertical crease not affecting stamp, and back is complete but has previously been glued down (probably to a parcel), else a very fine and scarce cover.

.................................................................................................................Est. $1,500
**Nov Scotia**

1735  
- **1840s to 1850s Nova Scotia Stampless Covers** Nice group of 12 covers with rates from 2d to 11d. Also one with “free” in manuscript. Note cancels from Arichat, Plaister Cover and Halifax. Some with extra folds, still a nice clean group. ................................................................. **Est $100**

1736  
- **#4 1851 6d yellow green on Cover** with almost 4 margins, and tied by neat oval grid to a folded outer cover addressed to Arichat. Back has Arichat and ...ster Cove (?) double broken circles dated AUG.15.1857. Soiling and heavy file folds, else fine. ................................................................. **Unitrade $2,000**

**Prince Edward Island**

1737  
- **#4 1862 1p yellow orange Victoria** pair on cover internal to Souris, roughly opened and minor square reduction at right. The pair appears to have been separated at bottom with a penknife, likely because of poor perforations, else fine.  ................................................................. **Est $50**

**Newfoundland**

1738  
- **1940s Split Ring Cover Collection** of 89 covers. All with different split rings. Scarcer include Carter’s Cove, Coley’s Point, Southconche, Fox Harbour, Joe Batts Arm, L.B. Islands, Little Bay, Merasheen, Pilley’s Isle, Spruce Brook, Stag Harbour, etc. Mostly very fine. ................................................................. **Est $180**

**Canada covers - collections**

1739  
- **Lot 1739**

1740  
- **1940s Corner Card Covers, 88 Different** Mostly 3c and 4c rates, but includes 9c rate to Canada. ................................................................. **Est $150**

1741  
- **#C3d 1921 35c red Iceberg on Cover.** Stamp has “1 of 1921 below f of Halifax” variety. Mailed St Johns East NOV.21.1921 to Halifax with two strikes of a Halifax slogan machine receiver on back. Very fine. ................................................................. **Unitrade $700**

1742  
- **#C12 1932 Dornier DO-X Flight on Cover** tied by MAY.19.1932 (day of issue) St Johns slogan cancel and addressed to London, England. Stamp is a little soiled, which could possibly be cleaned, and cover is very fine. ................................................................. **Unitrade $500**

1743  
- **(*) Canada Incoming International Postage Due Covers 1900s-1970s** Nice group of 55 postcards or covers. All Ex. Steinhart with prices up to $100. 37 are from Great Britain, includes others from Russia, India, Argentina, New Zealand, South Africa and more. Steinhart retail of $1,339. Mostly very fine and mostly with Canada Postage Dues attached (12 without). ...................................................................................................... **Est $400**

1744  
- **Group of Interesting Mostly Admiral Covers and Cards,** with a few Edward-era. Includes better such as 5c Blue single frankings to China and Switzerland (x2), four registered covers with different rates and frankings including one to England with 2c War Tax and 5c Blue, several illustrated advertising, some coils, a censored cover to US, three better first flight frankings, several nicer post cards including real photo, private post cards, three covers franked with 2c on 3c Provisi- 
onals. Nice postmarks throughout including duplex, slogans, markings such as returned for postage and some postage dues. Nice group, and mostly very fine. Total of 34 items. ...................................................................................................... **Est $300**

1745  
- **1920s-1940s First Flight cover collection** of 450+ covers. Note a few Newfoundland 1940s covers and some 1928 U.S.A. covers to Canada. Otherwise all Canada covers. Mostly fine or better. ...................................................................................................... **Est $400**
1746  **1871 to George V Postal Card lot of 1,200+ cards** Massive collection of all used postal cards, unchecked by us for varieties. Note a good assortment of flag cancels that includes WWI patriotic slogans and Toronto Exposition slogans. Note small town and RPO cancels. Many cards from the Orange Lodge. Also note some early Victorian private postcards from December 1898 on. Include a few U.S.A. and Great Britain as well. .................................................................Est $750

1747  **1950s-1960s Used Reply Card Postal Stationery Collection**, contains both George VI and Elizabeth II reply cards. Note approximately 300 of #p84a, 200 of P76, plus smaller quantities of P71, P73, P84 and P92. All are used, but not all were cancelled by the Post Office. Also includes a few other cards, not included in catalogue value. ..................................................................................................................Webb $16,150

1748  **Small carton of Airmail Covers, etc** includes pilot signed Concorde covers, balloon pilot signed covers, Snowbird pilot signed covers, Air Show covers and CAPEX '87 and '96 souvenir items. Also note comet covers and first flights. An interesting group. ..................................................................................................................Est $100

1749  **Approximately 1,200 Canada First Day Covers from the 1950s on.** Virtually all from private First Day cover makers. Less than 50 Canada Post covers. Includes modern covers that are not often seen. Interesting group. ..................................................................................................................Est $150

1750  **Bankers Box of modern Canada Postal Stationery, includes many hundreds of special events stamp show covers (OV $3 each in Webb's 7th edition), aerogrammes, postal cards plus 47 sets/3 of automotive opinion forum cards and envelopes. Each set with 2 cards and 1 envelope EN601.70 and KP130 which alone catalogue $423+. Nice clean lot. Almost all very fine.** ..................................................................................................................Est $150

1751  **Bankers Box of Canada Covers, from 1911 on** Nice group from Edward VII on, with most being from the 1920s to 1960s. Includes a good selection of slogan cancels as well as earlier cds cancels and military cancels on piece. Few with faults. Mostly fine or better. ..................................................................................................................Est $150

1752  **1890s-1900s Railway and Express Company Postal Stationery Cards** Nice group of 21 cards (16 different). Includes 5 Grand Trunk cards from GTR1b/GTR36D, 2 Dominion Express Co. cards DMX3-4 and 10 Canadian Express Co. cards including CS1-2, 5R4-5 and CEX3/6. Some with faults or file holes. Many with flag cancels. Inspect. ..................................................................................................................Webb $435

1753  **300+ 1887 Scroll Work Issue Used Postal Cards, cards are all P7 except for 3 P8 used reply half cards which catalogue $15 each. Nice assortment of shades and lots of small town cancels. All used.** ..................................................................................................................Est $100

1754  **330+ Used Victoria Postal Cards** Includes P1 (x63), P5 (x186) and P9 (x85). Cancels include duplex hammers, split rings, etc. Mostly Maritimes and Ontario with some small towns. Nice lot. Mostly fine or better. ..................................................................................................................Est $200

1755  **World War II Censor Cover Lot of 48 covers, all from St. John, N.B. to U.S.A. Nice variety of censor tapes and censor handstamps. Mostly machine cancels. Includes re-directed and Postage Due mail.** ..................................................................................................................Est $100

1756  **110 Edward VII Used Postal Cards** Nice group of cards, many with small town cancels. Includes advertising cards, etc. Plus a lovely card with hand painted back. Mainly very fine but a few with faults. ..................................................................................................................Est $150

1757  **Nice Admiral Postal Card Lot of 330+ Used Cards, nice group from P27b to P34L. Note a number of attractive advertising cards. Cancels mostly machine/slogan but does include some small town cancels.** ..................................................................................................................Est $150

1758  **George V Postal Cards 1929 on, All Used** Nice group of 330+. Includes 5 Scroll issue, and 7 1935 CBN front face, 44 CBN profile issue as well as 150 Medallion issue and 130 Arch issue. Vast majority with slogan or other machine cancels. Note many business cards. Nice group. Note catalogue values up to $40. ..................................................................................................................Est $250

1759  **Small Carton of Elizabeth II Used Postal Cards** Nice group of 189 used cards. Mostly Eastern Canada. Note better items P95 used reply card x2 and Eaton’s cards. ..................................................................................................................Est $100

1760  **George V to 1980s #10 Postal Stationery Envelopes, Approximately 150** Envelopes mostly used. Approximately half are regular issue and half printed to private order. Note Meteorological envelopes DEN525-40h x4 used, DEN535-37a x4 mint as well as 60 plus election envelopes from George V to Centennial issue. These are mostly English and include both mint and used. Nice lot. ..................................................................................................................Est $200

1761  **Queen Victoria to Cameo Used Postal Stationary Envelopes** Box of 1,700 plus envelopes. Majority are Elizabeth II on. Nice selection of small town cancels, uprated covers, etc. ..................................................................................................................Est $150
1762  ❌ 13 Christmas Seal Postal Cards 1957-1965 Nice group which includes P83a x7, P91a x5 and P96a x1. 8 different Christmas Seal backs.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $100

1763  ❌ 250+ World War II Military Correspondence Interesting group as serviceman was posted to both coasts. Note MPO’s from Comox and Patricia Bay in B.C., as well as Lachine, Dartmouth and others from the east. Usual mixed condition of a serviceman’s mail.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $100

1764  ❌ 8 World War II Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers from Canada and U.S.A. includes three 30c rate covers from Canada to the Red Cross in Switzerland, a 40c rate Special Delivery cover to the U.S., also a 10c Airletter to Europe, returned to sender. Also three U.S. covers to Turkey, 70c rate, Algeria 33c rate and the U.K. 30c rate. All are on album or exhibit pages.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $100

1765  ❌ November 1938 Trans-Canada Airlines Crash Cover Plane crashed at Regina while attempting to take off. This was the first crash of a Trans-Canada Airlines plane. Scarce cover. This crash is not listed in the “Airmail of Canada & Newfoundland” but will be added to the next edition.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $300

1766  ❌ 1910s and on Cover Lot in a Small Carton Includes both Canada and U.S.A. Note postcards to overseas destinations. Mostly modern. 350+ covers.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $100

1767  ❌ 35 RPO Covers 1900s to 1950s Interesting group mostly Edward VII and Admiral era, but a few later. Mostly fine or better.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $100

1768  ❌ 1890s to 1920s Card and Cover Collection to Oversea Destinations 62 cards or covers that includes a Small Queen advertising cover to Germany, a postcard to Russia, 1905 Edward Postage Due cover to Cuba, a Canada WWI censor cover to Denmark, plus numerous cards to Germany, Belgium, etc.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $200

1769  ❌ Six 1890s to 1900s Boissevain, Manitoba Covers Includes an 1897 Registered U4 3c postal stationery envelope with #F1 to Winnipeg, an 1893 3c Small Queen John S. Pearce & Co. Seed merchant cover to London and a 7c rate Edward VII Registered cover to the U.S.A. with #91 and #89 x2.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $100

1770  ❌ Correspondence from 1850s to 1860s Approximately 47 letters, mostly or all from the mid-1850s to early 1860s. A fascinating glimpse into this period, three are in envelopes mailed from Montreal to Newmarket 1862-1863 but with stamps cut out. No other postal markings.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $50

1771  ❌ 1941-1944 76 Censored Covers mostly addressed to one correspondent in Montreal and all from England with many different stamp combinations. All with censor tape. Mixed condition.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $50

1772  ❌ c. 1977 Collection of Worldwide Postal Service Communications between Canada Post and at least 41 other postal administrations regarding plans to commemorate the Silver Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth. All is original correspondence and includes samples, etc.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $75

1773  ❌ 1978-1981 “NR Covers” cachet First Day Covers 59 covers, likely complete or nearly so for the period. All with Canada Post Day of Issue postmarks from this rather obscure and scarcely known cachet maker. Very fine.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $50

1774  ❌ 1978-1983 Senate of Canada First Day Covers On Senate envelopes with distinctive red postmarks, 98 covers either complete or close to it for the period. All mounted with photo corners on pages with Post Office brochures.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $75

1775  ❌ 11 Mulready Reproduction Cards and Envelopes 1880s and on Includes 2c Small Queen cover from Barrow Cumberland in Toronto, 4 Geo. A & J.H. Lowe Toronto Stamp Dealer covers from the 1930s, 2 George VI era Purkis Stamp Dealer covers from Vancouver and 4 other assorted cards or covers. Small Queen cover has a vertical fold. Some of the others have minor creases.  .........................................................................................................................  Est $100

119
1776  Group of 35 Stamp Dealer Covers, 1889 to 1950 including 1889 H.L. Hart of Halifax 3c postal stationery cover, 1942 Bileski cover to the USA with Censor Tape and an attractive patriotic wrapper from WWII. Minor faults on some, else fine or better. ................................................................. Est. $100

1777  Small Collection of First Flight Covers, 1920s to 1930s, with 108 items, all cacheted except for one Roessler cover. Mostly very fine. ................................................................. Est. $150

1778  Collection of Inkjet (Jet Spray) Covers, 1990s on in two large cartons. A massive collection sorted and bundled by machine number - 112,078, etc. Includes a group of 63 covers priced at $500 from Steinhart. Must be thousands in all and also includes Weiner BNAPS book on these cancels. Fine or better. .............................................................................. Est. $500

1779  #P11/P19 Collection of Victoria Postal Cards, Used Nice group of 400+ cards. Note flag and squared circle cancels as well as small towns, etc. Mostly very fine. Includes P11 (x5) which catalogue $15 each. .................................................................

1780  Accumulation of Mostly Canadian in Four Bankers Boxes, all in 15 binders, several plastic tubs and several large zip-lock bags. With FDC from 1950s to modern, including better such as Regiments block, high values, better cachets, House of Commons, etc. Also a collector’s correspondence which is mostly modern overseas to Canada plus a quantity of worldwide including FDC, etc. Mostly very fine. ................................................................. Est $200

1781  Group of Small Queen Covers in a cigar box, with 40 items franked with 3c or 1c Small Queens from mid-1870s to mid 1890s. Note a good variety of cancels, mostly from Nova Scotia. Most have faults to a varying degree. ................................................................................................................................................. Est. $300

1782  Group of Over 150 Covers, 1921 to 1947. Best of which are over 16 registered covers from small town Western provinces from mostly 1931 and 1932 addressed to the Postmaster General (some are endorsed “tender for mail service” and were sent by the local postmasters) and franked with Arch issue stamps. Rest are domestic covers, many from Ottawa, with several different postmarks. Also we note three FFC (two franked with blocks of the 8c Arch) from Montreal. Some fronts not counted, and rest are mostly fine very fine. ................................................................................................................................................. Est $75

1783  Large Lot of Canada Covers in five cartons, ranging from 1930s to modern with thousands. Also a small amount of worldwide. Mostly fine or better, inspect. ................................................................................................................................................. Est. $50

Great Britain-Regular Issues

1784  #48 1865 One shilling (x2) on cover to Valparaiso two One shilling green, Plate 4 with deep fresh colour tied to cover by duplex numeral 114 and Dundee OCT.16.1865 via Panama NOV.8.1865 to Valparaiso on folded letter with docketing note inside, received NOV.29. ................................................................................................................................................. Scott $420

1785  #51 1870 6d red violet Franked Folded Letter to Uruguay with 4 stamps making a 24d rate, each tied by #498 in grid, from Manchester JAN.12.1870 cds to Montevideo (with no arrival markings) but Liverpool P.L.O. transit cds on back. Very fine. ................................................................................................................................................. Est. $150

1786  #268 1948 £1 Silver Wedding First Day Cover with Leatherhead, Surrey APR.26.1948 postmark, addressed, uncacheted. ................................................................................................................................................. SG £425

Great Britain-Cover Lots

1787  Group of 182 Covers, QV to QEII, including forces mail, postal stationery, official mail, etc. Mixed condition, especially in the early covers. Mostly commercial. ................................................................................................................................................. Est. $100

1788  21 World War II Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers Includes Norwegian Marine cover to Canada with Norwegian stamps, a Polish Free Forces cover to the U.S.A., 2 covers to British Guiana, one to Trinidad, 3 to South America, 6 to Canada and 7 to the U.S.A. Includes 3 Registered and all but four have been censored, including one with OEE2 censor tape. ................................................................................................................................................. Est $250

1789  Small Box of 96 Postal Stationery Items, with strength in GB and Jamaica. About 50/50 are unused and used. Includes registered letters, aerogramme cards, etc. Mostly fine or better with a few faults. ................................................................................................................................................. Est. $100

British Commonwealth

1790  British Forces in Egypt Cover addressed to London England, and franked with a tied Scott #99. There is an M.P.O. cds dated May 21, 1935 in black and an additional red Crowned Circle. Small part of back flap is torn and light vertical fold, else a very fine cover. ................................................................................................................................................. Est. $200
1791 | **Collection of British Forces in Egypt Postal History**, with 35 covers, some mounted on quadrille pages with descriptions. A good variety of postmarks including crowned circles, elaborate Egyptian machines and M.P.O. cds plus rates and frankings. Destinations are mostly England, Ireland and Scotland, but also note Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Canada. Also a few articles on the subject. Some of the covers are presented open, to show both front and back, as many are franked on back. Condition varies, but mostly fine or better.  
**Est. $300**

1792 | **Collection of South African Forces in Egypt, 1941 to 1954** with 19 covers, mostly mounted and described on quadrille pages. A good variety of frankings, rates, postmarks, many are censored and mostly addressed to South Africa, but also England and New Zealand. Quality varies, but mostly fine or better.  
**Est. $125**

1793 | **Collection of United Kingdom Official Stamps and Franks** all neatly mounted on over 80 quadrille album pages. An advanced study of the official postal stationery with both covers and cut-outs, with descriptions of varieties, colours, postmarks, etc. Mostly very fine.  
**Est. $100**

1794 | **Collection of Hong Kong Post Office Postmarks** on 47 exhibit pages. The exhibit is titled "A collection of items originating from the Hong Kong Post Office, British Forces Post Office & the Hong Kong and British Governments since 1953". Mostly covers but also cut-outs, and note two crash covers, and any different postmarks, etc.  
**Est. $200**

1795 | **Collection of Hong Kong Post Office Postmarks, 1975 to 1976** all displayed on over 80 quadrille pages. Mostly cut outs franked with 10c orange QEII, and each post office seems to have a cds and a parcel post postmark, perhaps done as favour to the collector, who lived in Hong Kong. Also a selection of covers and we note several actual photographs of these post offices. Mostly fine to very fine.  
**Est. $100**

1796 | **Collection of Hong Kong Government Official Mail Department Authentication Stamps, 1970s to 1990s**, mostly all neatly displayed and annotated on 65 quadrille pages, many of which served to exhibit the collection. A very clean collection with many different postmarks and types of stationery, all used, and includes many OHMS Recorded Delivery covers. About 145 covers (some not on pages) plus dozens of cut outs. Very fine.  
**Est. $100**

1797 | **114 Covers 1890s-1960s** Covering Aden to the Leeward Islands strength in British Guiana, Barbados, Bermuda, Australia and Cape of Good Hope. Mostly pre-World War II. Includes Registered, Air Mail, Paquebot, postal stationery (used) and more. Mostly fine or better.  
**Est $200**

1798 | **Australia Three 1903s Air Mail Flight Covers** Includes 2 “Faith in Australia” April 1934 First Flight covers to New Zealand and a November 1931 First Flight cover to Scotland.  
**Est. $160**

1799 | **India 15 World War II Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers** All from India except one from Ceylon. All have been censored, including 6 with military censor handstamps. Nine are to Canada and balance to the U.S.A. Includes 2 Registered covers. Some with small faults.  
**Est. $150**

**United States - Regular Issues**

**Est. $150**

**United States - Cover Lots**

1801 | **Small Box of 1930s United States First Flight Covers**, includes both CAM’s and FAM’s as well as space-related and a few FDC. 166 covers in all and mostly fine or better.  
**Est. $100**

1802 | **Small Carton of Over 550 Unused USA Postal Stationery**, including aerogrammes, envelopes, postal cards, etc. A few are earlier, but mostly 1970s and on. Fine or better.  
**Est. $75**

1803 | **Bankers Box of Over 1,000 Covers, 1890s on**, appears to be mostly commercial mail but note a few FDC. Includes mail to foreign destinations, etc. Well worth a look.  
**Est. $150**

1804 | **Bankers Box of Over 1150 US and UN FDC, 1950s on**, including Norman Rockwell commemorative cover collection and birds and flowers of the 50 states. Appears to be about 60/40 US to UN. Fine or better.  
**Est. $200**

1805 | **Bankers Box of Over 1350 US FDC, 1940s on**, in binders, shoe boxes, etc. Includes 1987 Wildlife and 1986 Presidents Postal Commemorative Society collections. Early covers are mainly faulty, else fine or better.  
**Est. $200**
Zeppelin Covers

1806  Scott #C13 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin issue on postal card, card not cancelled and not flown. Mint stamp CV $180. Card is creased and creases run through the stamp. ......................................................... Est. $60

1807  Scott #C13 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin issue on postal card, card not cancelled and not flown. Mint stamp CV $180. Card has creases and creases run through the stamp. ......................................................... Est. $60

1808  #5.) 127-49D Scott #15 U.S.A. $2.60 Graf Zeppelin stamp on MAY.15.1930 Graf Zeppelin flown cover. Cover cancelled at New York APR.30.1930 and sent to Germany by sea. Flown MAY.15.1930 Graf Zeppelin flight to South America and up the Americas coast to Lakehurst. Lakehurst MAY.31.1930 receiver on back. Has both the U.S.A. and Germany cachets for this flight. Creases at both sides plus a couple of small tears at right. ......................................................... Frost $1,600

1809  #5.) 127-49D Scott #15 U.S.A. $2.60 Graf Zeppelin stamp on MAY.15.1930 Graf Zeppelin flown cover. Cover cancelled at New York APR.30.1930 and sent to Germany by sea. Flown MAY.15.1930 Graf Zeppelin flight to South America and up the Americas coast to Lakehurst. Lakehurst MAY.31.1930 receiver on back. Has both the U.S.A. and Germany cachets for this flight. Some minor creases otherwise very fine. ......................................................... Frost $1,600

1810  #5.) 127-49D Scott #C14 U.S.A. $1.30 Graf Zeppelin stamp on MAY.13.1930 Graf Zeppelin flown postal card. Cover cancelled at New York APR.30.1930 and sent to Germany by ship. Flown MAY.15.1930 Graf Zeppelin flight to South America and up to the Americans coast to Lakehurst. Lakehurst MAY.31.1930 receiver on back. Has both the U.S.A. and Germany cachets for this flight. Card has minor corner crease upper right mentioned for the record. ......................................................... Frost $1,400

Worldwide

1811  Group of 8 WWII African Refugee Covers, 1941 to 1944 including a cover to USA with manuscript endorsement, Greek refugee camp Addis Ababa, 2 covers from Kenya Uganda and others from Egypt (incl. Moses Well Camp). Faults as usual, else mostly fine or better and interesting. ......................................................... Est. $150

1812  Group of Paquebot and French Line Postal History with over a dozen covers, one franked with a block of four of the France Normandie stamps, mailed from Le Havre to Toronto via the Normandie Maiden Voyage. Also includes 9 unmailed covers with different frankings, all cancelled with the Rio de Janeiro à New York Normandie slogan machine cancel. Also a few odds and ends related to the French Line or other. Fine or better. ......................................................... Est. $100

1813  Small carton with a few hundred covers, probably about 60% Canada with balance Great Britain, U.S.A. and a small assortment of other countries. Canada includes 3 World War I patriotic covers (2 with faults), postal stationery, First Days including nice cacheted covers of #208 and 209 and WWI military covers as well as Royal Train covers. ......................................................... Est $300

1814  Bankers Box of Assorted Cover Collections. Includes a Jersey First Day Cover collection (stamps CV $280+), a U.S.A. Flight cover plus collection of over 130 items, a U.S.A. Highway Post Office cover collection, a binder of Great Britain including photos, maps, 4 man submarine brochure, etc. A U.S.A. 1976 Flags collection of 50 covers (Scott CV $75) and a shoebox of cheques with both revenue and postage stamps on them. ......................................................... Est $150

1815  13,000+ Worldwide Covers housed in 9 boxes, including one Bankers box containing items mostly priced $3-$5 each, five boxes containing mostly small or European-size covers, one with legal-size covers and two boxes containing over-size covers. ......................................................... Est $200

1816  Group of 9 Italian Displaced Persons Camp Covers, 1946 to 1949 from Italian camps Lipari, Palese, Guiliaesco and others, and mainly mailed to the US but also to Canada and Jewish Committee in Buenos Aires. A few faults, else mostly fine or better. ......................................................... Est. $150

1817  Group of 23 Italian, German and Denmark Displaced Persons Camp Covers and Cards, 1945 to 1949 also from Austria, Ukraine and includes Fallingbostel, Graz, St Johann im Pongau, Rosenburg (with camp stamp) and others. Many are censored, some registered. A few faults, else mostly fine or better. ......................................................... Est. $150

1818  Group of 4 Polish Refugee Camp Covers, 1943 to 1948 including Karachi and Valivade (India) and a Polish Organization in Mexico (mailed to a Polish Newspaper in Chicago and censored). Also includes a Polish Refugee camp in Ifunde, Tanganyika. A few faults, else mostly fine or better. ......................................................... Est. $125

1819  Group of France Spanish Civil War Refugee / Retention Camp Covers, 1938 including Argelès, Bellac, Bourg St. Maurice, Crevoux, Camp de Gurs, Dornes, Pamiers Arlège, Pelvoux, Quimperle, Camp de Ripont / Suippes, St. Cyprien_plage, St Francois la Chambre and Verdelais. All franked with 90c blue (surcharged “F”) franchise stamp. A few faults, else mostly fine or better. ......................................................... Est. $450
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td>Group of 21 Africa Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers, 1943-1945, neatly written-up on album pages with Egypt (7), 2 each from Belgium Congo, Liberia and Kenya and one each from Ethiopia, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, Gold Coast, Nigeria, Cameroon and South Africa. All are to USA except 2 to Brazil and one to Canada. Includes 2 registered and all but two are censored.</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1821</td>
<td>Group of 36 Worldwide Covers, 1860s to 1970s, includes 1931 Graf Zeppelin flown covers as well as a 1929 Hungary Air Mail cover, WWII censor covers, registered mail and more. Also a selection of odds and ends. Mostly fine or better.</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Argentina 1890s to 1950s Cover Lot includes 92 covers or postcards. Mostly to the U.S.A., Canada and Germany. Nice assortment of rates. Includes Airmail and Registered.</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Austria #B110 1933 50g deep blue Stagecoach on Card tied by Wien WIPA cancel, and card with 1933 WIPA 4th International Philatelic Press Congress advertising. Stamp has a small bit of toning on perf tips at right, else very fine.</td>
<td>$260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1824</td>
<td>Azores &amp; Madeira 1980-2001 First day covers collection with over 250 covers showing single stamps on FDC as well as complete sets on FDC, nice clean quality, very fine throughout. Includes loads of attractive topical issues.</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825</td>
<td>China 1900s to 1940s Collection of 50 covers Covers mostly to U.S.A. but note others to U.K. and Canada.</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1826</td>
<td>China (P.R.C.) Group of 26 China Covers, 1909 to 1999. Includes 1909 German office in Shanghai post card, 8 China covers pre-1950 including one to the USA, plus 13 P.R.C. covers with many from the cultural revolution period, as well as 4 modern first day covers. Most are retail priced between $20 and $50 each. Many with creases or other faults, else fine or better.</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Estonia First Day Cover Collection of approximately 90 covers from the 1990s and 2000s. Includes a few Latvia as well. All addressed to Holland.</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1828</td>
<td>Germany Collection of German Postal History in two albums, the first containing 100 postal stationery items, a little less than half of which is used and from 1870s to 1970s. Second album (Lindner) contains 143 covers and cards from the 1870s to the 1970s with many better frankings, FDC, good number mailed to Montreal, a few unused postal stationery, etc. Mostly very fine.</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1829</td>
<td>Germany Group of approximately 275 covers, virtually all 20th century with good percentage being from periods just after 1st and just after 2nd world war including some interesting items, high franking official uses. Also includes a group of stamps selected for special cancels.</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830</td>
<td>Germany Group of 17 Postally Used German Colonies or Offices Covers, 1895 to 1910s including 2 each from Togo, German East Africa (one is a front only) and Offices in Morocco. One each from The Marshall Islands and Cameroon and 9 from German Offices in the Turkish Empire. Also one Austria card from Constantinople. Mostly nice condition, and retail priced at between $20 and $40 each. Fine or better.</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>Germany (GDR) 1951 12pf to 50pf Set on Registered Cover addressed to USA, with New York transit and Philo, Illinois receiver. Very fine, and used stamps alone catalogue $97.50.</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>Iceland 1930 Set of Two Registered Covers to Austria with a combined franking of the whole 1930 set (Scott 152 to 166, plus C3 which catalogue $1,262 as used). Stamps are tied to covers by Pingvellir datestamps JUN.26.1930 and addressed to Wien Austria. Both have Reykjavik transits on back and one has an additional registration transit marking. Very fine and scarce.</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1833  El Salvador Small Box of 240 Mint El Salvador Postal Stationery, 1900s, with envelopes and cards, and approximately 99% El Salvador but includes a little Honduras. Mixed condition, many with faults or adhesions to the back. Inspect. .................................................................................................................................................. Est. $100

1834  St. Pierre & Miquelon 1910s to 1930s Cover Lot Nice group of 20 covers, all to Halifax, N.S. except 1 to U.S.A. Mostly 25 centime rate but a few other including 3 francs 1930s cover to U.S.A. and 3 75 centime covers to Halifax. Some minor tears, creases, etc., but mostly very fine. .................................................................................................................................................. Est 100

1835  Sweden 10 World War II Trans Atlantic Air Mail Covers to U.S.A. Nice group. Note one re-addressed to Argentina. Includes one with German censor tape. All censored by the British. German censored cover shows tell tale signs of chemical testing for hidden messages. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $100

1836  Sweden 1982-2003 First day covers selection with 59 different covers including booklet panes, souvenir sheets, nice clean quality, very fine throughout. Scott catalogue value as used stamps alone is $280. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $75

1837  Switzerland 8 World War II Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers Nice group, all to the U.S.A. except for one to Argentina. Seven have German censor tapes, etc. Includes cover from an American internee at Camp Moloney. Four have basic boxed transit handstamp and three were censored in Bermuda. All on album or exhibit pages. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $100

1838  Worldwide 14 Western Europe World War II Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers Nice group which includes 2 from RAF bases in Italy (one with U.S. franking), Ireland (3), Spain (5), Norway (2) and one each from Gibraltar and Belgium. All covers have been censored and includes 2 censored in Bermuda. Three covers to Canada, rest to the U.S.A. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $120

1839  Worldwide 12 South America World War II Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers includes 8 to the U.K. from Bolivia, Brazil (2), Argentina (2), Peru (2) and Chile as well as Uruguay to Switzerland, Argentina to Egypt and South Africa and a Peru to Switzerland that has 2 “This article has been held by the office of censorship” handstamps on the front. All but 1 1946 cover have been censored. All on album or exhibit pages. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $175

1840  Worldwide 8 World War II Air Mail Covers to the U.K. Nice group from Cuba, Trinidad & Tobago (4), Haiti, Curacao and the Bahamas. 7 of the 8 have been opened by censor and re-sealed. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $100

1841  Worldwide 22 Middle East and Asia World War II Trans-Atlantic Air Mail Covers Includes Turkey (6), Iraq (4), 3 from both Lebanon and Syria, 2 from Palestine and Iran and single covers from Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan. There are 4 Registered covers and all have censor tapes or handstamps, all to the U.S.A. except one to Columbia, one to Brazil and one to Trinidad. Nice clean group all written up on album pages. A few with faults. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $250

Postcards

1842  Small carton with approximately 1,000 post cards Diverse group. Note Aviation, Military and Train postcards. Mix of foreign and Canadian, from early to modern with some better. Inspect. .................................................................................................................................................. Est $100

1843  Collection of Over 1,000 Picture Post Cards, mostly from Canada but includes some world wide, in 8 albums plus some in envelopes and a shoebox. This collector studied several different post card aspects, including printings and included here are collections of Western scenes, two albums of better pretty ladies, Canadian town views and buildings, Japanese views and funny cards. About half are from the 1910s to 1930s and the rest are more recent. We note several cards still priced between $3 and $10 each. Quality is overall very nice, and ex. Maggie Toms. .................................................................................................................................................. Est. $750
1844 □ Small Box of 290 US Postcards, interesting group, with about 50/50 of unused and used, dating from 1950s to 1960s. Nice variety of subjects. ................................................................. Est $100

Literature

1845 Collectors Club Philatelist and Other Items in a box, including a selection of 42 different issued of the Collectors Club Philatelist, 600 unused modern postcards, many of which depict important buildings of Victoria BC, 10 Kiussas perforation gauges and a lot of 100 10c Small Queen Colour charts by Don Bowen. Heavy box. ....................................................................... Est $50

1846 □ Timbrex by H. Schloss, “Signes d’autenticité et descripti"ons des réépressions officielles et privées des timbres classiques - Europe”. First 1944 edition in French and with much invaluable information on how to detect fakes and reprints of classic European stamps. Outside cover detached, else very fine condition. ................................................................. Est $50

1847 □ Selection of Italy Italian States Literature, includes 6 specialized books on detection of fakes, with 1999 Sassone catalogue for 1850 to 1900, Bolaffi 1972 catalogue, Cerruti and Guido fake detection monograph in Italian plus three books on Roman States Forgeries by Jenkins and Levitsky. Very useful material, much in colour and very fine. .................................................................................. Est $50

1848 □ Lot of 14 Different USA Philatelic Books. A nice assortment with specialized colour charts of early issues, railroad, cancels, early precancels, confederate states, 1922-33 definitives, coils, Kansas-Nebraska Overprints, etc. Mostly very fine .................................................................................. Est $50


1850 □ The Postage Stamps of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia by Nicholas Argenti. 1976 Quartermen reprint, in mint condition, with dust jacket in plastic. Very fine. .................................................................................. Est $50


1853 □ Carton of Canadian and British Philatelic Literature includes Ludlow RPO Catalogue and supplements, Capex ’96 Catalogue and Palmares, illustrated Canadian Postal History 1865-1865 signed by Allan Steinhart, Newfoundland Airmail 1919-1939 and more. Plus a large run of the British Philatelic Bulletin from the 1970s and 1980s. .................................................................................. Est $100

1854 □ 1987 Bound Reprint of Ferrary Auction Catalogues, 1921 to 1932 by Joachim Erhardt in Stuttgart. In French, with many black and white illustrations, and very fine. .................................................................................. Est. $75

1855 □ 18 Volume Set of the John R. Boker German States Auction Catalogues by Heinrich Kohler, many with prices realized. In English and German, profusely illustrated in full colour, and a great reference. Very fine. .................................................................................. Est. $100

1856 □ Lot of 4 Ship Related Books with “Transatlantic Post Office” by Roger Hosking, “Paquebot Cancellations of the World” by Roger Hosking, same as previous, but second edition, and a Schegiel auction catalogue containing marine post items. Fine-very fine. .................................................................................. Est $50

1857 □ The Stamps and Cancels of the German Colonies and the German Post Offices Abroad by Albert Friedemann, in three volumes plus an introduction volume. Also included in this lot are 4 other books on German Military postal history / postmarks, including a 2002 Michel catalogue, plus a book on Swiss postal history “Altschweiz - was nicht im Katalog steht”, Very fine group. .................................................................................. Est $50

1858 □ Group of 5 Transportation-Related Books, including Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland 6th ed., American Air Mail Catalogue Volume 1, 6th ed., Canadian Transportation Postmarks / Shaw, Sanabria’s Air Post Catalogue 1950 and Sanabria’s Air Post Catalogue1948. Fine to very fine. .................................................................................. Est $50

1859 □ Lot of Useful Canadian Philatelic Books including Welburn / Stamps and Postal History of British Columbia, Boggs / Reprint, Marler / AdmiralsVan Dam / Revenue Catalogue1994, Robinson / Post offices of Alberta, Steinhart / Postal Historian, Walsh and Butt / Newfoundland catalogue 1998 and others. Mostly very fine. .................................................................................. Est $50

1860 □ Lot of Interesting Philatelic Literature including Duck Stamps by Weidensaul, Illustrated Encyclopedia of Stamp Collecting by Hornung, British Commonwealth Revenues, Christie’s Nickle and Cliford Jones Catalogue with prices realized plus several older catalogues, etc. Fine or better. .................................................................................. Est $75

**Antiquarian Books**

- **1862** Carton With Assorted Philatelic Journals, 1960s to 1970s, eclectic group which includes American Philatelist, Scotts Stamp Monthly, Stamp Collecting and New York Collectors Club. Worth a read! Est. $25

- **1863** Canadian Philatelist, 1970s to 1990s, run of these in a carton with lots of good articles on Canadian Stamps and Postal History. Est. $25

- **1864** Maple Leaves, 1950s to 1970s, in a Bankers Box, a run with many useful articles. Est. $25

- **1865** BNA Topics in Two Bankers Boxes, 1950s to 1990s, large run with a wealth of information. Est. $50

**POSTAL ARTIFACTS and EPHEMERA**

- **1871** Six original photographs one of Victor (Lord) Rothschild, and five with Miriam Rothschild alone or with siblings from childhood to adulthood. These come from a lifelong retainer to the family. Photographers include Hugh Cecil and W. W. Rouch. Est. $75

- **1872** Group of 4 Different Toronto Postal Hammers with a roller canceller from "TORONTO ONT. / ADELAIDE ST." plus three cds hammers, "TORONTO SUB 26 / ONT.," TORONTO SUB 220 / ONT," and "STN SUCC B TORONTO ON / M5T 2CO". All four with wooden handles, in very nice condition and with indicia still inside. Est. $300

- **1873** Lot Small Carton of Ephemera with eight forgeries of British Guiana with photocopies of literature, an envelope with 1940s-era proclamations and postal ephemera and also a half dozen literature items including 1923 Jarrett, 1912 Scott, 1917 Stanley Gibbons, etc. Fine. Est. $100

**Autographs**

- **1874** Framed Autographs of QEII and Prince Phillip. These were originally in the guest book of a famous hotel in Ottawa where the couple visited on the eve of the signing of the Canadian Constitution in April 1982. Each is professionally framed, with blue and red matting. Accompanied by a letter of provenance from the owner. Very fine. Est. $100

- **1875** Framed Autograph of Liberace. These was originally in the guest book of a famous hotel in Ottawa where he stayed during a performance at the National Arts Centre in 1979. This is a special occasion signature which swoops into a drawing of a grand piano with Candelabra. Professionally framed and accompanied by a letter of provenance from the owner. Very fine. Est. $100

- **1876** Lot Collection of 29 Autographs in a 3-ring binder. Includes astronaut John Glenn, President Gerald Ford, Senator Clifford Case and other senators, cartoonist Ted Key, Irving S. Cobb, Theodore Bikel, Charles Atlas and more. All appear genuine, but no guarantees. Inspect. Est. $200

**Estimates**

- **1871** Six original photographs one of Victor (Lord) Rothschild, and five with Miriam Rothschild alone or with siblings from childhood to adulthood. These come from a lifelong retainer to the family. Photographers include Hugh Cecil and W. W. Rouch. Est. $75

- **1872** Group of 4 Different Toronto Postal Hammers with a roller canceller from "TORONTO ONT. / ADELAIDE ST." plus three cds hammers, "TORONTO SUB 26 / ONT.," TORONTO SUB 220 / ONT," and "STN SUCC B TORONTO ON / M5T 2CO". All four with wooden handles, in very nice condition and with indicia still inside. Est. $300

- **1873** Lot Small Carton of Ephemera with eight forgeries of British Guiana with photocopies of literature, an envelope with 1940s-era proclamations and postal ephemera and also a half dozen literature items including 1923 Jarrett, 1912 Scott, 1917 Stanley Gibbons, etc. Fine. Est. $100

- **1874** Framed Autographs of QEII and Prince Phillip. These were originally in the guest book of a famous hotel in Ottawa where the couple visited on the eve of the signing of the Canadian Constitution in April 1982. Each is professionally framed, with blue and red matting. Accompanied by a letter of provenance from the owner. Very fine. Est. $100

- **1875** Framed Autograph of Liberace. These was originally in the guest book of a famous hotel in Ottawa where he stayed during a performance at the National Arts Centre in 1979. This is a special occasion signature which swoops into a drawing of a grand piano with Candelabra. Professionally framed and accompanied by a letter of provenance from the owner. Very fine. Est. $100

- **1876** Lot Collection of 29 Autographs in a 3-ring binder. Includes astronaut John Glenn, President Gerald Ford, Senator Clifford Case and other senators, cartoonist Ted Key, Irving S. Cobb, Theodore Bikel, Charles Atlas and more. All appear genuine, but no guarantees. Inspect. Est. $200